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Abstract 
Andres, J., Asymptotic properties of solutions to quasi-linear differential systems, Journal of Computational 
and Applied Mathematics 41 (1992) 57-64. 
Using some previous author’s results or their slight modifications, two theorems concerning the existence of a 
bounded am! a periodic solution are presented for the system whose one part of components is uniformly 
ultimately bounded, while the other tends mostly to infinity. This type of results seems to be new. 
Keywords= Quasi-linear differential system; dissipativity; Liapunov function. 
1. Introduction 
Recently, deserved attention has been paid to differential systems modelling the population 
dynamics processes like persistence (see, e.g., [7,9-111). Combining the stability and the 
repulsiveness results with the appropriate techniques, the existence of a bounded (mostly 
periodic) solution can then be carried out (see, e.g., [l,lO] and the references therein). Let us 
note in this respect that, as we could see, only one of the properties, i.e., dissipativity or 
divergence to infinity, was always related to all the solutions components. 
Here, we would like to study formally similar systems, where, however, both the above 
properties are taken into account simultaneously, and to find sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a bounded as well as a periodic solution. 
2. Some *preliminaries 
Consider the real system 
X’ =Ax+ P(t, X), F(t, X) :=AX+P(t, X), (1) 
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ere A is the real II x 11 matrix of the form 
and 
x= (Xl,.._,X,) 
Aj = 
“*I --• 
“i, ... 1 bjdrt, 
:=(Xj, Xj), for j<n, 
(we do not distinguish, for the sake of simplicity, between X and its transpose XT), where 
xj=(sr . ...). Vi)’ &=(++* ,..., x,). 
Similarly, denote ( 1 < j < n) 
P(t, X) = (p,(t, X),..., p,(t, X,) := (qt9 X)9 Q, x,)9 
pi(‘, x, = ( P*(t9 X)Ys*a9Pj(t9 x))9 fi(t9 x, = (Pj+I(t9 x)9qe.9 Pn(t9 x))m 
The only presumi;rtion we require is that P( t, X1 is continuous for t 2 0, X E IR”, and 
(globallyi Lipschitzean in X on W, by which the global existence of all solutions to (1) as we!! 
as the uniqueness of the associated Cauchy problems are guaranteed (see [14, pp. l&21]). 
3. Dissipativity result 
Consider still the linear system 
Y’=A,Y+ Q(t), Q(t) E c(lR+), 
where Y=(y~~...,Yj>, e<t)=!s,(t),....si(t)), 1 <j<n. 
(2) 
Lemma 1. If Aj is a stab!e matrix (all its eigenvalues have negative wal parts) and a positive 
coEsttint Q exists such that 
(-)Q> supIIQ(~)II, (3) 
;a0 
en all solutiozzs Y( t 1 of (21 are uniformly bounded and 
:‘-I 2k II Aj 11” 
!imsupll Y(t) II < Q C ‘-Di, 
k=O (-qktl -- 
(4) 
t-= 
where A is the maximum of the real parts of the eigenvalues of A (for the upper es,timates of A, 
see, e.g., i12,13]) and II A II is the matrix norm corresponding to the vector norm employed. 
kf. It is well known (see, e.g., [8]) that Y(t) can be expressed as 
Y(t) = eA,(l-fO) X( to) + /‘&(‘-‘)Q(s) ds, for t, 2 0. 
10 
Appbing the &ml version (see [8]) of the Gel’fand-Shilov inequality, namely 
IleQ II 4 ehr C 
‘-’ (‘tIIAjll)k, r,O 
k, 0 , 
k=O - 
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and (3), we can write immediately 
11 X(t) 11 < IIeAJ(r-‘o) II II x(t,) II + ~rlleA~~Ylsupll Q(s) II ds 
t0 s2r0 
j- l (qt - to) II Aj II)” 
< ll X( f,) II e’(‘+u) C 
k=O k! 
(2(t -s) II Aj Il)k ds 
k! 
3 
and consequently, 
lim sup II Y( t ) II < Q lim sup /‘eA(r-s) c 
j-l (2(t -s) II Aj Il)k ds 
k! 
. 
t+m t+m to k=O 
Since we have 
/ 
(‘Ct -‘) 11 Aj Il)k ds  
t0 k=O k! 
= lco ;I1 Aj II’/’ eSAu( -u)” du 
. to-t 
, 
when substituting u := s - : and integtatmg by parts, we can conclude immediately that (4) 
holds. This completes the proof. •I 
Consequence 2. If Aj is a “table matrix, heri also all solutions X( t ) of (1) satisfy <cf. (4)) 
where Xj~ t 1 are uniformly bounded, provided 
Q> sup II f-p, X) II. 
!>O,XER” 
Proof. Since every solution X(t) of (1) satisfies the (reduced) system 
Xi’=AjXj+Pi(t, X(t)), 1 <j<rrrz, 
it is sufficient to take Y := Xi, Q<t > := Pi< t, X( t I), and the assertion 
(5) 
(6) 
follows immediately. •I 
Remark 3. For j = n, (1) is said to be dissipative in the sense of Levinson (cf., e.g., [~6,17]). 
Consequence 4. Under the assumption: of Consequence 2, a continuous, locally Lipschitzean in X, 
Liapunov function I/( t , X) exists for t > 0, II x II >/ R > 0 ( R being a constant ) such that 
0 i a( II Xj 11) G V(t, X) G b( II Xj II), 
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~)u?w the wedges a( r 1, b(r) are continuous increasing fimctions and d d -+ 00, as r --) 00; 
( 1 ii C/;;,(t, X) G -c( II Xj II), for II X,: I! 2 Rj > 0. 
tRJ ng a suitable constant which may be large), where c(r) is a positiue continuous function and 
v,;,ct3 X) := limsup 
V(t +h, X+hF(t, X)) - V(t, X) 
h 
. 
h+O+ 
in particular, Fit, X 1 is t-r-periodic in 1 or akbonomdus, then so is V( t, X). 
Proofi For system 
Xi’ =AjXj + e(t, Xjv X’(t)), 
the conclusion follows directly from Lemma 1, when applying Yoshizawa’s converse theorems 
[20, p.1071. 
For (1) the same must be true in view of (6). ~1 
Remark 5. Because of the right-hand side in (1) and restriction (61, it can even be shown by 
means of the well-known Liapunov theorem (for more details, see, e.g., [6, p.2871) that V(t, X) 
takes only the quadratic form and so it is autonomous. 
4. Divergence result 
Lema 6, Assume that Xj~ t) are uniformly bounded (on the positiue half-t&zeJ and 
limsUPII Xj(t) II <DjY 
t+= 
where Dj is a positiue constant from (4). Let for t >, 0, II X Ii> R > 0 (R being a constant) a 
continuous, locally Lipschitzean in X, Liapunou function W( t, X) exist such that 
(iii) A(llX’ii) < W(t, X) GB(llXjIl), for II X’ II <Bjy 
where the wedges A(r), B(r) are continuous increasing functions and A(r) --) 00 as r + 00; Dj is a 
suitable constant which may be large; 
(k) W;,(t, x)2 c(l12j[[)9 for [l&II 2.S > 0, 
! 5 being a suitable constant which may be large) and II Xj II < oi, where C(r) is a positiue 
continuous function not uanishing at infinity and 
W(t +h, X+hF(t, X)) - W(t, X) 
W,Q t, X) := lim inf - . c h 
Then positive constants f;“, and R- exist such that the solutions X(t) of (1) with II ~j(to)ll) si 
X’< tO) !I < Rjy for &me t, E (0, a), are divergent, namely 
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Proof. We will follow, essentially, the idea developed in [18]. At first, a constant Sj > S is 
certainly implied by (iii) such that 
inf U’(d, X) >A(Sj) > B(S) 3 SUP W(t, X), 
I1$ll~s, Ilkjll=s 
(7) 
uniformly for t 2 0 because of 11 Xj II< Bj. 
Let X(t) be a solution of (1) satisfying 11 X”( to) Ii> Si and 11 Xj(t,,)n~ Rj. X(t 1 exists, by the 
hypothesis, on the whole half-line (t,, 00) and, moreover, 11 X,(r) II < Dj for t 2 t,. 
Therefore, the existence of suitable positive constants E, 6 is furthermore implied by (iv) 
such that 
W(i,(t, X) > E, for t E (to, t,+6), (8) 
because of II ~~j(t) II> s on the same interval. 
Hence, if 6 is such that 11 ~j( t, + 6) iI = S, then it should be 
W( t, + 6, X(t,, 6)) G II+,, X(Q), 
according to (71, a contradiction to (8). 
Thus, (8) holds on the whole half-line (to, d, and consequently 
lim W(t, X(t)) = 00. 
t-+m 
This is, however, possible only if 
Il~j(t)ll + 00, as t + 00, 
according to (iii). This completes the proof. 0 
Lemiiaa 7. Let the assumptions of Consectience 2 be satisfied. If still 
lim pk(t, X)sgnx,=m, wherek=j-+ f ,..., n, (9) 
IxxiI-+m 
for II Xj II < Dj ( see above) uniformly with respect to t >, 0 and the variables x,, where j + 1 < p f k, 
then the family of solutions X(t) of (1) exists such that 
lim IIJfj(t)JJ =Oci* 
t-m 
Proof. In order to apply Lemma 6, it is sufficient to construct the Liapunov function W(t, X) 
satisfying (iii), (iv). 
Hence, define 
W(t, X) ~ W(~j) ‘=~jX;= ~ ‘kz. 
k=j+l 
Since (iii) is evidently fulfilled, let us go on to (iv). Taking into account (6) and (91, we arrive at 
k=j+l p=l 
Ipk(f, x)I- iIakpxPI 
p=l 
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for 11 Xj II c 4 and 11% Ii>, S, a suitable positive constant implied by (9). This completes the 
proof. II 
Remark 8. In view of /i X’(t) iI < Bj, it could be possible to improve (9), when estimating 
W(;,(r,X) from below. More concrete, it is enough to require that in (9) the lim inf is greater 
than a certain sufficiently large constant, say jDjZL=, 1 akP I, only. 
5. Main (existence) theorems 
Now, we are able to give two main theorems of our paper. One of the principal results in [2] 
can be namely trivially extended as follows (cf. [3]). 
Ixmma 9. Let two continuous, locally Lipschitzean in X, autonomous Liapunov jkzctions V(X) 
and W( XI exist such that conditions W-W from Consequence 4 and Lemma 6 are satisfied. 
ashen system (11 admits a bounded solution X( t J, 
limsupll X(t) II < a, 
c-53 
provided 
F(0, X) F(0. -X) 
88 F(0, X) II + I/ F(O, -X) II ’ 
for I\ X II > R, 
a sujjkientiy large constant. 
Theorem IO. Let Aj be a stable matrix and let (61, (9) be satisfied. Then system (1) admits a 
bounded solution. 
Proof. Follows immediately, when taking into account Consequence 4, Remark 5, the proof of 
Lemma 6, conditions (6), (9) and, especially, Lemma 9. c 
Remark 11. For j = n, Theorem 10 reduces to the well-known Krasnosel’skii result (see, e.g., 
Ias, p.lo0D. 
Finally, for the e-periodic right-hand side in (1) the assertion of Theorem 10 can be still 
specified in the following way. 
Consider the one-parameter family of systems 
XP=Ax+~,(X)+&t, X), j.& E (0, 1). (10) 
For such type of systems we have proved in [4] a rather general result, the following application 
of which can be derived almost immediately (for more details, see 131). 
Lemma 12. Let two continuous, locally Lipschitzean in X, Liapunou jknctions c/t t, Xl and 
W, Xl em’st such that conditions (i)-(iv) from Consequence 4 and Lemma 6 are satisfied with 
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respect to (NO, where PC t, X I:= F&X) + F,( t, X 1, independent of 
admits a &periodic solution, proCded 
&(t, X) =&t + 8, X). 
63 
lo E (0, 1). Then system (1) 
(11) 
Hence, ‘v’r’c ca2 conclude bjr thr: following theor-cln. 
Theorem 13. Let A, be a stable matrix and (6), (ll)_ be satisfied. If (9) is only implied by the 
ccmponen!s of P&X ), i.e., independently of those in P,( t, X ), then system (11, where P( t, X) := 
P,(X) + P1( t, X 1, admits a e-periodic solution. 
Proof. Under our assumptions, all conditions of Lemma 12 are fulfilled, because there is no 
difference between (1) and (10) in the application of I/( t, X 1 and W( t, X) on the basis of the 
statements from Consequence 4 (cf. Remark 5) and Lemma 6 (see the proof of Lemma 7). q 
6. Concluding remarks 
Although the dissipativity criteria for (1) are well known, when j = n, (see, e.g., [8,16,17]), the 
divergence to infin?y of solutions of systems appears in the literature only rarely (cf. [15]). The 
analogy to Lemma 7 is known only for the scalar high-order equations (see [18,19]). 
Similar existence results for the nth-order nonlinear equation have been obtained in [S], but 
they are not available from here. 
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